thus be involved in the development of lymphoid tumors.
transposition intermediate diagrammed in Figure 1 to be further processed to yield a broken target chromosome with a hairpin end, as shown. We devised a test in which radiolabeled RSS-containing DNA was first cleaved and then allowed to attack a plasmid DNA so that formation of a hairpin end in the target would generate a species of unique size. Oligonucleotides containing 12-and 23-RSSs (one of them radiolabeled) were incubated with supercoiled pBR322 DNA, RAG proteins, and HMG1 protein (Hiom et al., 1998). Deproteinized DNA was then analyzed in two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, first on a native agarose gel and then at right angles under alkaline denaturing conditions. Two-dimensional gel analysis revealed that RAG1/2 catalyze transesterification to form a hairpin on the transpositional target DNA. After resolution of strand transfer products in two dimensions, three predominant species were observed (Figure 2 ). Species X, resulting from a one-ended insertion, migrates as a nicked circle mobility of species Z as a plasmid-length linear DNA in a native gel and as a double-length linear in alkali is expected for a linear plasmid DNA with a hairpin at If this attack is followed by a second transesterification one end. This product can be generated from either a reaction to form a hairpin in the target DNA (Figure 1), double-or single-ended insertion, followed by a single repair factors associated with coding joint formation could hairpin formation event. As another test of this structure, join the immunoglobulin and TCR promoters/enhancers the DNA was exposed to mung bean nuclease (MBN) to other genes leading to oncogenic transformation, as before electrophoresis. MBN is known to digest singlepreviously suggested (Hiom et al., 1998 ), we observed a DNA species that some. This mechanism would require the branched (Figure 7) . We previously suggested that translocations could result from an unusual mode of resolution of a transpositional intermediate. If the exposed 3Ј-OH in the target DNA at the branch point can attack the opposite strand, it will convert it to a hairpin end that is similar to the hairpins made at coding ends in normal RAG cleavage. This could then be followed by the joining of the newly created end to the hairpin end from the original cleavage at the antigen receptor locus. The process would be similar to normal coding joint formation but would result in the joining of ends from two different chromosomes. The reciprocal translocation would have the attacking RSS joined to the remaining part of the target chromosome. We show here by use of a plasmidbased transposition assay that the RAG proteins can (Figure 2) . Second, Mg 2ϩ titration can be resolved by hairpin formation to generate a transreveals that transposition activity is optimal at relatively location, as we previously suggested. However, before low concentrations, while disintegration is most efficient either of these possibly deleterious DNA species can at much higher metal concentrations. Finally, the time be completed, it is possible for the transposition intercourse of transposition at the higher Mg 2ϩ conditions is mediate to be reversed via disintegration, restoring the not consistent with a simple equilibrium between the intact target chromosome, or, in the case of disintegraforward strand transfer and the reverse disintegration tion via hydrolysis, leaving it nicked. Disintegration reaction. If the two reactions were direct reversals, one would be expected to oppose potential RAG-mediated would expect to see transposition increasing over time DNA mobility. In a sense, the high level of disintegration and then reaching a steady state where the rates of activity may serve as a protective mechanism, safedisintegration and strand transfer are equal. Instead, we guarding the genome from the deleterious effects of observed the amount of transposed product peaking at transposition or translocation. an early time and then decreasing. It is possible that the active site of RAG1/2 has different conformations 
